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Dr.JOAN CLOS
United Nations Under
Secretary-General and
Executive Director
of UN-HABITAT

It gives me great pleasure to address the first
ever World Assembly of Islamic Cities, held in
the beautiful City of Qazvin. The City of Qazvin is a
very significant and historical city. I know through
UN-Habitat’s long relationship with Qazvin that
this city has demonstrated concretely huge potential to achieve sustainable development.
We at UN-Habitat believe strongly that we must
partner with governments at all levels in the Arab
region. We know that the Arab States constitute
a very diverse region with populations ranging
from as little as 691,000 in the Comoros to well
over 84 million in Egypt. Home to the oldest urban civilizations in the world, the Arab region
is also one of the most urbanized. As of 2010,
the Arab countries are home to 357 million residents, 56 per cent of whom live in cities; by 2050,
these countries will be home to 646 million people, 68 per cent of whom will live in cities.
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Today, social and environmental challenges and
their unsustainable conditions are at their highest levels. The side effects and consequences of
inappropriate conditions of life, social rupture,
and the high level of environmental pollution
have caused serious challenges to mankind. All
these problems have led to major global threats
such as the appalling condition of climate change
and global warming.
A critical trait of the rapid urbanization process
in some countries, including the Arab states,
is the large demographic youth bulge, which
is underscored by significant youth under- and
unemployment rates. This Youth Bulge is a double edged sword. If governments develop youth
policies which engage and support youth in
education, training and access to employment,
youth can become powerful and positive change
agents. Without these policies, youth become
disillusioned and frustrated. Policy makers have
not fully capitalized on the “window of opportunity” that the youth bulge presented which as
proposed by the 2007 World Development Report, namely through broadening opportunities,
developing capabilities and enhancing the resilience of youth. Youth have become increasingly disenfranchised and alienated, and in many

ways represent a marginalized generation. Youth
graduate from university without being able to
find employment, while the ones that do are unlikely to receive any opportunities for professional development. Thus, the Arab region has one
of the highest youth unemployment rates in the
world, with 25% of its population between 15-24
years old without work. Only one in four women
living in Arab region is in the labor force.
What is clear though is that there is hope. The
challenge is to reshape social and urban policies towards sustainable economic growth and
adequate living conditions for rapidly expanding numbers of young and poor urbanites. Well
planned and designed cities can generate better
financing, higher levels of wellbeing and better
employment opportunities. Young people should
be active participants in the future of human settlements. UN-Habitat is promoting the economic
role of cities both in the Arab world and beyond.
We also want to propose to rethink the approach
to urban development and to prepare all together a New Urban Agenda, more holistic, able to
provide affordable housing and infrastructure,
more access to basic services, and reduce poverty and urban inequality.
We should start to discuss this New Urban Agen-

da towards the Third United Nations Conference
on Human Settlements, Habitat III, in 2016, and
in the framework of the Post 2015 Development
Agenda.
I again congratulate and thank the City of Qazvin
for taking the initiative in organizing this conference, and the Middle East Regional Centre for
Best Practices for supporting them in this. It is
meetings such as this which will begin to pave
the way for true urban sustainability in this region and beyond.
In closing, I would like to invite all of you to come
to the Seventh session of the World Urban Forum
to be held in Medellin, Colombia, from 5 to 11
April 2014 to continue debating and building the
consensus of the new urban agenda. We hope to
hear the voice of the Youth from the Arab States
in the World Urban Forum Youth Assembly that
will be part of the programme.
I sincerely wish the deliberations of the World
Assembly of Islamic Cities a great success and
shall look forward to its recommendations for
implementation of the World Urban Forum in
Colombia next year.
Thank you

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities
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city of Qazvin, the oldest street of Iran
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About Qazvin
Old Capital of Iran

Qazvin is located in the south neighborhood
of Alborz mountain ranges and on the fertile
plain. It is cold in winter and relatively temperate in summer and has an average rainfall.
Based on the results of general census in 2006
the population of Qazvin is 355.338 peo¬ple.
Qazvin has lots of emigrants due to being adjacent to industrial centers and economi¬cal
activities and it is reported that the population
growth rate of Qazvin since 1976 to 2006 has
been 2/01%.
After being a capital of Safavid dynasty, Qazvin
got a positional decline and then particu-larly
since Pahlavi period frequent events happened
which caused the dwellers to dislike introducing themselves as people who were born there.
Being located near to the capital city and having social contacts had a serious impact on
social pattern. Immigrant is re¬garded as the
most important factor in endangering culture,
dialect and social structure of the city; therefore, nowadays a few population of the city are

descended from Qazvin.
Qazvin has been the city of great scientists and
artists and also was regarded as one of Islamic educational centers in Islamic world and
there were many schools for religious learning. Qazvin was known as a center of calligraphy. Miremad, Darvish Abdolmajid Taleghani,
Emadolkottab were the greatest calligraphers
who lived in this city. Qazvinis› accent is the
closest accent to Parsi Dari dialect. There remained various customs from past lifestyle of
people in this city, so people are familiar with
poem and proverb.
Qazvin as the capital city of Iran in Safavids period, in one hand took an important re-sponsibility as a new power in Islamic world against
European new period and the other hand was
supposed to give political and military centrality Iranian national and powerful government after frequent feudal periods. These
two responsibilities required new urban¬ism
structure that after primary experiences first
were fulfilled in Qazvin and then flour¬ished
in Esfahan. Historical concept that was briefly
mentioned created urban identity of Qazvin in
Safavids period.
Now remaining of buildings, foundation and
First World Assembly of Islamic Cities
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archeological signs from buildings and palaces inside of Saadat Abad garden or Arg Saltanati Safavieh (Safavids› imperial citadel) has
been left. In all Safavids period, Qazvin kept its
importance as kingdom and the city reached
its endless beauty in this period. Palaces,
minarets and beautiful buildings, mer¬cantile
centers, caravansaries were built.
In a not very distant past, the city of Qazvin was
enclosed by traditional gardens, rem-nants of
the past centuries and eras. With a total area
of about 3000 hectares, the gardens are known
as «The traditional gardens of Qazvin» among
the local people who work on the gardens the
way their fathers did more than a thousand
years ago. The gardens are a key factor in the
identity of the city.
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Sa'd al-Saltaneh
Complex
Sa'd al-Saltaneh caravanserai complex, as
the largest caravanserai within urban in Iran,
because of its valuable architectural features
and important impact on the ancient spatial
organization of Qazvin city is among the most
important factors of urban sustainable development.
Since local agenda 21 tries to put each city
in the process of development based on their
stable values and wealth in every city, Sad-olsaltaneh complex can be like a pilot area to
perform other effective projects.
Because of cultural structure of city and its
background and historical fame, complex is
able to effectively enter in to the project of improving cultural environment of Qazvin. Cultural approach to the complex can result in its
rebuilding and improving cultural in¬crescent
of Qazvin. This complex is an appropriate place
for cultural and social events to take place in
city and country or all around the world. Environmental values of complex are to the extent

that can stimulate co-operation of other international organization in do¬ing the project
with variety of structure.
One of the most important factors to open such
valuable complexes which are usually lo-cated
in the city and are financially valuable is the
possessive of the management system of city.
Fortunately, this issue has been solved about
complex and its environment.

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities
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Introduction
The status, high importance and efficiency of
cultural and historical heritage in consolidation and preservation of national and ethnical
originality and identity and preventing cultural
interruption of societies leave no remedy except deciding on an approach to reconstruct
and rehabilitate these valuable monuments.
So, codifying and designing appropriate and
efficient approaches, plans and projects in order to reach goals such as consolidating, protecting and preventing the historical monuments and buildings from destruction, and
also re-flourishing them at present time and
finally transmitting the concepts and values of
the historical buildings to the future generations seem to be necessary.
In this regard, the Sa'd al-Saltaneh Collection
which is considered as one of the valuable Cultural and historical monuments of this country is one of the complete types of large urban
commercial collections that must be kept stable and active following the above-mentioned
goals and reintroduced again to existence and
socio-economical and urban activity of Qazvin.
Once the Sa’d al-Saltaneh Collection was a

Islam, as the last monotheistic religion, has
widely influenced various areas and aspects of
human life. Important issues in the terrestrial
and celestial lives of human beings have been
taken into consideration through various terrestrial and spiritual instructions. These instructions have been organized in a proper and
meritorious structure. Settlement is no exception in this regard. This important subject has
been tackled in its various aspects and across
different levels. The quality of life and settlement and relative aspects of its sustainability
have been taken into consideration and been
thoroughly studied in Islam. The ‘Earth’ is an
interpretation and representative of terrestrial
life. It is a temporary settlement, which should
be preserved and maintained with profound
thought, justice and love. Invading and illegally
occupying a house, a neighborhood or a city are
considered to be indecent and obscene at all
circumstances. According to Islam, justice and
balance should be honored and promoted in all
aspects of life. This balance could be extended
to the scope of individual life and society, and
in all aspects of life. Nowadays, in the field of
settlement, contemporary cities need the utopian vision of Islam more than ever. Today, soFirst World Assembly of Islamic Cities
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cial and environmental challenges and their
unsustainable conditions are at their highest
levels. The side effects and consequences of
inappropriate conditions of life, social rupture,
and the high level of environmental pollution
have caused serious challenges to mankind.
All these problems have led to major global
threats such as the appalling condition of climate change and global warming. The following two major goals are pursuit in the first
biennial «World Assembly of Islamic Cities»
while taking an approach to settlement criteria
in Islam: First, although the Islamic criteria
and rights of settlement are very precise, fine
and profound, but a very small percentage of
those have been considered and applied. Contemporary cities in the Muslim countries have
not been formed and developed according to
the fundamental principles of Islam. Perhaps
it was more considered in the past. It is worthy that urban manager and mayors notice
and apply the details and generalities of these
instructions. Second, many of the principles
and international criteria of sustainable settlement have been considered in the content
of Islam. These issues have been much more
emphasized in Islam than in the scientific in2
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stitutions of the contemporary world. This issue should be discussed and presented in the
contemporary world and in the global scale in
order to promote the values and capacities of
Islam. Therefore, this forum intends to work
with the professors, scientists, scholars, and
researchers in the field of religious sciences,
urban management, urban design and planning, and architecture to participate in this forum. Relying on the spiritual and metaphysical values of Islam and their application in the
urban realm of Islamic countries, we hope to
provide an appropriate framework to promote
sustainable settlement and introduce successful sustainable cities – in form and experience to the world.

Sa'd al-Saltaneh

The Restoration and Rehabilitation of
Sa'd al-Saltaneh Magnificent Collection
The status, high importance and efficiency of
cultural and historical heritage in consolidation and preservation of national and ethnical
originality and identity and preventing cultural
interruption of societies leave no remedy except deciding on an approach to reconstruct
and rehabilitate these valuable monuments.
So, codifying and designing appropriate and
efficient approaches, plans and projects in order to reach goals such as consolidating, protecting and preventing the historical monuments and buildings from destruction, and
also re-flourishing them at present time and
finally transmitting the concepts and values of
the historical buildings to the future generations seem to be necessary.
In this regard, the Sa'd al-Saltaneh Collection
which is considered as one of the valuable Cultural and historical monuments of this country is one of the complete types of large urban
commercial collections that must be kept stable and active following the above-mentioned

goals and reintroduced again to existence and
socio-economical and urban activity of Qazvin.
Once the Sa’d al-Saltaneh Collection was a
place for Caravans and merchants to com and
go from different areas of the country and constructed during the reign of Nasereddin Shah
Qajar by the Governor, Bagher Khan Sa’d
al-Saltaneh. The construction of this collection started in 1831 and finished in 1833. Before the First World War, this collection was
so flourishing that some of its chambers had
dormitory accommodations. But after changes in political and governmental regimen, the
economy faced recession and in the following
periods it continued its half active economical life that around 10 years ago most of the
rooms were abandoned.
Covering an area of 6.2 hectares, this collection has 6 yards called Sa’d al-Saltaneh,
Sa’die, Beheshtian, Ghahramani, Shotorkhan
and Khadamati, and it has also Bazar Vazir,
Qeisariyeh, four Ivans, Razavi bath, and Sa’die
bath.
Regarding the discussion about collection restoration, the main responsibility of rehabilitation is to consider the history and the background of the monument with the emphasis
First World Assembly of Islamic Cities
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and focus on its continuity and consistency.
The restoration operation of this collection
has been started since June 2008 by the Renovation and Improvment Department of Qazvin
and the restoration of Bazar Vazir, Qeisariyeh,
four Ivans, Negarosaltane hall, Sa’d al-Saltaneh hall and Beheshtian hall has finished
till now and right now the restoration of Sa’die
and Ghahramani hall and Sa’die bath is ongoing.
Regarding the rehabilitation of Sa’d al-Saltaneh collection, the principles and protocols
of applicable usages, have been edited and
prepared by the consultants of Renovation
and Improvement Department. These activities have been noticed and considered in a
way that guarantees the consistency, mobility and dynamism in this collection as an urban space. Various and attractive usages have
been considered so that in addition to creating
freshness in the collection, there will be also
a possibility to provide financial resources to
guarantee the appropriate maintenance of the
collection.
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Introduction to

UN-HABITAT
partners, including local authorities and private and non-governmental organizations in the implementation of the Habitat agenda.
Cairo
12.5 million

Lagos
10.6 million

Moscow
10.5 million

New York-Newark
19.4 million

London
8.2 million

Rio de Janeiro
12.2 million

Mumbai
20 million

Tokyo
36.1 million

Population in selected mega cities
One person represents one million people (2010 estimates)

Total Urban Population (billions)

Total Population

Source: United Nations (2010).

2030

8.3
4.9

2020

7.7
4.2

2015

7.3
3.8

2012

7.1
3.6

2010

6.9
3.5

2000

6.1
2.8

Urban Population

1990

5.3
2.3

The United Nations Human Settlements Programme, UN-HABITAT,
is the United Nations agency for
human settlements. It is mandated by the UN General Assembly to
promote socially and environmentally sustainable towns and cities
with the goal of providing adequate shelter for all. The main
documents outlining the mandate
of the organization are the Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements, Habitat Agenda, Istanbul
Declaration on Human Settlements, the Declaration on Cities
and Other Human Settlements in
the New Millennium, and Resolution 56/206.
UN-HABITAT is the coordinating
agency within the United Nations
System for human settlement activities, the focal point for the monitoring, evaluation and implementation of the Habitat agenda, as
well as the task manager of the
human settlements chapter. It is
responsible for promoting and consolidating collaboration with all

Dr.JOAN CLOS

WORLD URBAN
CAMPAIGN

United Nations Under-Secretary-General
and Executive Director of UN-HABITAT

In 2010, and its partners launched a
new global drive to promote better
cities for all. At a time of global financial crisis, the World Urban
Campaign takes on a special sense
of urgency in the drive to reduce
urban poverty, cut back on energy
consumption, cut air and water pollution, and promote cleaner, safer,
greener cities where all feel they
belong, whether rich or poor. It will
promote 21st century planning,
effect land and housing policy,
stronger local authorities, and
better climate change and disaster
preparedness,
cities
without
slums, water and sanitation for all.
As humanity now moves into a new
urban era, the idea is to take these
urgent issues as campain themes
to exploit the combined power and
influence of governments, local authorities, the media, business, and
others to achieve policy change,
bring in new thinking and awareness of the importance of living in a
better and smarter urban world. In
short, to consider urbanisation a

something positive and wonderful,
as something that can enhance
humanity’s greatest legacy – our
cities.

United Nations Human Settlements Programme
P.O. Box 30030, GPO Nairobi, 00100, Kenya
Telephone: +254 20 762 3120
infohabitat@unhabitat.org

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities
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Introduction to

Middle East Regional Center of the Best
MERC-BLP The
Practices and Local Leadership Programme
The Middle East Regional Centre for the Best Practices and Local Leadership Programme (MERC-BLP) is
the Regional Partner of the UN-HABITAT in the Middle
East. The mission of MERC-BLP is to identify, exchange, and promote the best practices of sustainable
development across the region. It presents and introduces the activities and awards of UN-Habitat to the
countries of the region, documents the learnt experiences, and translates important publications into Persian and Arabic languages in order to contribute to
the learning exchanges based on the best practices
within the region. MERC-BLP is a research based organization and enjoys extensive networks with public
and private agencies, local governments, academic institutions, and professional associations. Attempting
to make a lasting contribution to the improvement of
the quality of life and the sustainability of cities and
communities, MERC-BLP focuses on raising awareness amongst decision-makers on critical social, economic, urban, and environmental issues.
The countries included in the MERC-BLP’s partnership with the UN-Habitat are:
Iran (Islamic Republic of), Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Oman, Tajikistan, Jordan, United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, and Bahrain.
During about ten years of its professional activities,
MERC-BLP has organized, coordinated, and been engaged in more than ninety projects, conferences, seminars, specialized sessions and courses, and etc. The
following table demonstrates some of MERC-BLP’s activities during its decade-long activities.

REZA POURVAZIRY
Director of MERC-BLP

2002

2013

Row
1

Dialogue and Monologue
Workshops on Training in Urban Management I

Date
15 January 2004

2

Workshops on Training in Urban Management II

10 Mar 2004

3

Workshops on Training in Urban Management III

2004

4

Workshops on Training in Urban Management IV

2004

5

World Forum of Urban Design

6

Workshops on Training in Urban Management IV

27-28 January
2005
January 2005

7
8
9

International Conference on Urbanism Management

December 2004

Location
Architecture Association
(AA) and London
Metropolitan University,
London, UK
Southbank University and
Metropolitan University,
London, UK

44
45

Attending UN-Habitat BLP Steering Committee Session
International Seminar on
Urban Development Plans and Programmes

10-13 May 2009
22-23 May 2009

Dubai, UAE
Academy of Arts, Tehran,
Iran

46

Holding Publication of the book: A New Urban Design
Experience in the city center of Qazvin

2009

Qazvin, Iran

47

Urban Space Journal – Issue 2

Summer 2009

Tehran, Iran

Municipality of Dubai,
UEA
Ramsar, Iran

48

Conference and Exhibition on Architecture, Settlement,
and Urban Identity of Persian Gulf
along with the Youth painting and photography contest
on the occasion of World Habitat Day

5-6 October 2009

University of
Westminster, London, UK

49

Holding the WOUD Expert Group Meeting

50

International Congress on Urban Sustainability

29-31 October
2009
2-4 December
2009

UN-Habitat Headquarters,
Nairobi, Kenya
Imam Khomeini
International University,
Qazvin, Iran

Islamshahr, Iran
Southbank University and
Metropolitan University,
London, UK
Iranian Academy of Arts,
Tehran, Iran
Qazvin, Iran
Nairobi, Kenya

51

Enhancement of the Quality of Urban Space in Zarand
Programme

2010

Zarand, Iran

52

Publication of the book Humankind Settlement and City;
and holding the Award Ceremony for the winners of
young artists’ competition on
Humankind Settlement and City

14 March 2010

Iranian Academy of Arts,
Tehran, Iran

53

International Conference of Towards New Architecture

11-12 November
2010

Conference Hall of
National Library of Iran

54

Launching the Persian Translation of Habitat Bill of
Rights
General Session on Qazvin Local Agenda 21

11-12 November
2010
8 December 2010

Conference Hall of
National Library of Iran
Qazvin, Iran

18 March 2011
27 May 2011

Nairobi, Kenya
Municipality of Vienna,
Austria

May 2011

Khoramabad, Iran

30 July 2011

Qazvin, Iran

16 August 2011
5 September 2011

Nairobi, Kenya
Tehran, Iran

3 October 2011

Conference Hall of
National Library of Iran

July 2012

Urban Sustainable Development Programme (USDP)
Participation at 20th session of UN-Habitat Governing
Council
Participation at 22nd session of UIA World Congress
Holding the ﬁrst festival of selected rural plans
Training workshop on Rural Management
Specialized Conference on
Aesthetics and Artistic Strategy of the City

January 2005
4-8 April 2005

Participation at third session of World Urban Forum
(WUF 3)
Specialized Conference on
Designing Process in Architecture

9-23 July 2006

International Urban Design Competition, Congress, and
Celebration (UDIC-1)

4-7 September
2006

17

Specialized Course on
Urban Management and Design

1-4 November
2006

Sharjah and Dubai, UAE

18

Specialized Course on
Guidelines on Development and Renovation of Urban
Green Spaces

22-24 November
2006

Islamic Azad University,
Science and Research
Branch, Tehran, Iran

58

60
61

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1-8 July 2005
13 July 2005
September 2005
2 December 2005

16-18 August
2006

Istanbul, Turkey
Tehran, Iran
Berlin, Germany
Islamic Azad University,
Science and Research
Branch, Tehran, Iran
Vancouver, Canada
Islamic Azad University,
Since and Research
Branch, Tehran, Iran
Isfahan, Iran

55

19

Specialized Course on
Programming and Designing Urban Spaces

10-17 January
2007

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

20

Specialized Course on
Designing in Historical Fabrics

14-16 February
2007

Tehran, Iran

21

World Olympiad for Urban Design (WOUD)

2007

Participation in 21st session of UN-Habitat Governing
Council

16-20 April 2007

Shiraz and Islamshahr,
Iran
Nairobi, Kenya

63

22
23

Conference on
Management of Urban Space Development

2-4 May 2007

Academy of Arts, Tehran,
Iran

65

Presenting Rafsanjan Local Agenda 21in UN-Habitat
Qazvin Day in Vienna;
Seminar, Exhibition, and launching the book of Qazvin
Local Agenda 21
Urban Development Programme through Expansion of
Tourism in Khoramabad
Receiving the Approval of Qazvin Local Agenda 21
from Planning Council of Qazvin Province
Launching Rafsanjan Local Agenda 21in UN-Habitat
Specialized Course and Workshop on Best Practices for
a Sustainable City focusing on
Vienna as a Pilot City
Architectural Dialogues I and Annual Award of Urban
Sustainability on the occasion of World Habitat Day
Nomination of Projects for the Ninth Cycle of BLP
Award
Initial launching of the draft of Persian Gulf Atlas
at UN-Habitat headquarters
Preparation of the Book Back to Rural Dwellers

66

Preparation of the book: The mind of Tehran

July 2012

24

specialized workshop on
Management of Place in Industrial Zones
Second International Conference on Urbanism
Management

7-12 May 2007

Metropolitan University of
London, UK
Museum of Contemporary
Arts, Tehran, Iran

67

July 2012

26

International Design Competition for the Logo of
World Olympiad of Urban Design (WOUD) - Parsyad

15 July 2007

Production of Books for the nomination of ﬁve projects
to Guangzhou International Award for Urban Innovation
2012
Nomination of individuals and organizations for UNhabitat Scroll of Honor Award 2012

27

Specialized Course and Workshop on
Development of Urban Tourism

15-18 August
2007

And Production of the book: Practices towards Equity
and Prosperity; the Case of Tehran
Preparation of the draft of the programme: State of
Iranian Cities Report

August 2012

28

International Conference on Training in Art

9 September 2007

Museum of Contemporary
Arts, Tehran, Iran

71

Preparation of the draft of the programme: International
Conference on spatial planning for prosperity and equity

August 2012

29

International Conference on
Learning from Traditional Architecture for Deﬁning
Contemporary Architecture

16-17 October
2007

Museum of Contemporary
Arts, Tehran, Iran

72

Preparation of the draft of the programme: Tehran Urban
Observatory

August 2012

73

International Conference on
Spatial Urban Planning and Real Estate Management
Specialized Course on
Municipal Financing for Capital Projects

4-5 November
2007
27-31 January
2008

Oxford, UK

Preparation of the draft of the programme:: Regional
Institute of Urban Training and Research

August 2012

30

74

Preparation of the draft of the programme: Urban Futures

August 2012

75

Specialized Course on Urban Development

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

76

33
34

Urban Space Journal – Issue 1
Urban Architecture Conference

26 February – 4
March, 2008
Spring 2008
23-24 April 2008

77

35

Specialized Course on
Development of Income and Capital Absorption in
Municipalities
Specialized Course and Workshop on
Theories and Practices in Urban Design

11-15 May 2008

Tehran, Iran
Museum of Contemporary
Arts, Tehran, Iran
Oxford Brookes
University, Oxford, UK

Preparation of the draft of the programme: Festival of
Research and Innovation in Urban Managemnet
Preparation of the draft of the programme: Key Learning
Center
Preparation of the draft of the programme: Atlas of
South and Southwest Asia; Architecture, Settkement, and
Urban Identity
Preparation of the draft of the programme: Urban Events

August 2012

32

University of Sharjah,
UAE

Specialized Course and Workshop on
Urban Ecology
Special Workshop of Qazvin Local Agenda 21

18-24 July 2008

39

Specialized Course on
Rules & Regulations of Construction

19-27 October
2008

Museum of Natural
History, Vienna, Austria
Museum of Natural
History, Vienna, Austria
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Contribution to the preparation of BLP database and
website
Participating at sixth session of World Urban Forum
(WUF6): signing of contract between Tehran
Municipality and UN-Habitata, Launching Persian Gulf
Atlas book, launching BLP database and website,
launching the book Practices towards equity and
prosperity case of Tehran, holding the equity and
prosperity contest

August 2012

27-30 May 2008

81

Ex-Interior Exhibition

30 September
2012

41

Participation in World Urban Forum 4

20-23 October
2008
3-6 November
2008
14-18 December
2008
30 March – 3
April 2009

Establishment of the Secretariat of
Second Atlas of Persian Gulf
Environment, Urban Landscape, and Energy

Tehran, Iran

40

82

Contribution to First International Tehran Award and
ﬁfth National Research and Innovation festival on Urban
Management

24 December
2012

Tehran, Iran

83

Touristic City of Rafsanjan Programme

December 2012

25

31

36
37
38

42

Methods of Urban Development (CDS)

43

Participating in 22nd Session of the UN-HABITAT
Governing Council (GC 22)

14-15 July 2007

1-5 October 2008

Tehran Museum of
Contemporary Arts,
Tehran, Iran
Ankara, Turkey

Oxford Brookes
University, Oxford, UK

56
57

59

62

64

68
69
70

78
79
80

Oxford Brookes
University, Oxford, UK
Nanjing, China
Oxford Brookes
University, Oxford, UK
Nairobi, Kenya

May 2012
25 May 2012

84

Holding the MERC-BLP board of trustees session

27 February 2013

MERC-BLP ofﬁce,
Tehran, Iran
Tehran, Iran

85

Holding the Architectural Dialogues II

27 February 2013

86

Presentation of the topic at Basra, Bushehr, Muscat
Conference; Historical and Social Relations

10-11 March
2013

Bushehr, Iran

87

Holding the Ceremony for Appreciation of Best and
Good Practices of Iran in the ninth cycle of UNHABITAT International BLP Award

13 March 2013

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Tehran, Iran

88

Holding the Expert Group Meeting of UN-Habitat City
Prosperity Index (CPI)

10-11 May 2013

Tehran and Takistan

89

Participation at London Festival of Architecture 2013
through White Tranquility Cubes Project

May 2013

London, UK

90

Specialized Session on the Role of Sustainable
Resources in Urban Management

3 June 2013

Iranian Academy of Arts,
Tehran, Iran

Nairobi, Kenya

August 2012

August 2012

August 2012
August 2012
August 2012

2-7 September
2012

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

9

Al Ain

Municipality land and
community housing evolution

10

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

11

Amman

Institute for Urban Development

12

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

13

Bamako

One self, the neighbors
and the neighborhood
(“Le soi, les voisins et le quartier”)

14

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

15

Boromo

Affordable Housing for
Sub-Saharian Africa

16

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

17

Casablanca

Operation Rehousing and
Recacement of the Inhabitants
of the Shanty Town Bachko

18

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

19

Dhaka

Solar powered floating schools to provide
education and information services to
flood-prone communities.

20

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

21

Dushanbe

Role of women leaders in
development of local communities

22

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

23

Hebron

Restoration and rehabilitation
of the Old City in Hebron

24

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

25

Istanbul

Metropolitan Municipality Directorate
of Disabled People / IBB ISOM

26

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

27

Kampala

Construction of low cost housing and economic
empowerment of disadvantaged, working poor and
urban poor women in Uganda

28

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

29

Khorugh

Capacity Building for Habitat
Improvement in the Hindu Kush

30

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

31

Kuantan Pahang
3Rs Partnership Project

32

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

33

Kuwait City

34

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

35

Manama

Project of demolition and
reconstruction of dilapidated houses

36

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

37

Ouagadougou

38

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

39

Rabat

Cities without Slums

40

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

41

Salmiya

Lothan Youth Achievement
Center (LoYAC)

42

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

43

Tirana

School’s environment
improvement

44

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

45

Tyre

The Conservation of the Marine «Hima» in
Qoleileh - Reviving Yesterday’s Community
Based Conservation Approach for the
Sustainability of Tomorrow’s Generations

46

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

First World Assembly of Islamic Cities

47

